Treatment of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder with medications is helpful in less than 60% of cases suggesting the necessity of development of novel drugs. The most accepted animal model of the disease is outbred spontaneously hypertensive rat strain. It was recently found in a novel enrichment discrimination test that the rat strain includes attentionally-low and -high phenotypes and clinically efficient drug for the treatment of the disorder atomoxetine is capable of ameliorating the enrichment discrimination by the attentionally-low rats. The present study aimed to test the generality of these findings in outbred CD-1 mice assessed in the same experimental design. The frequency distribution of the enrichment discrimination ratio differed from the curve expected under the normality hypothesis and had a bimodal shape suggesting the existence of attentionally-low and -high mouse phenotypes. Atomoxetine (3 mg/kg, orally, once daily for 4 days) selectively enhanced enrichment discrimination in mice of attentionally-low phenotype only. The present results generalize and extend findings previously reported in spontaneously hypertensive rats and suggest that the present model could be useful in studies of the neurobiological mechanisms of attention deficiency in rodents and for screening of novel drug candidates for treatment of attention deficit disorder.
Introduction
Attention deficit disorder with or without hyperactivity (ADD/ADHD) is described in approximately 8% -10% of children with greater prevalence in boys than in girls [1] . It is usually first diagnosed in childhood and, if untreated, often lasts into adulthood [2] . Although the patients have problems in academic and job performance their difficulty in selective attention is unrelated to an individual's overall intelligence and motor skills [1, 3, 4] . Causal mechanisms of ADD/ADHD are still not known. The disease has considerable heritable components revealed by family and twin studies [4, 5] , albeit environmental factors may also contribute to the disease [6] . The symptoms of ADD/ADHD could be alleviated by stimulant medications or some antidepressants, particularly, by novel non-stimulating drug atomoxetine [1, 7, 8] . Nonetheless, the medications are helpful in less than 60% of cases suggesting the necessity of the development of novel drugs for treatment of ADHD [8, 9] .
Animal models of ADD/ADHD employ rodents of different genetic backgrounds [10] [11] [12] [13] . Although the most accepted model is outbred spontaneously hypertensive rat strain capable of demonstrating both inattentiveness and hyperactivity, there is a criticism related to dissimilarity of results obtained across different tests [14] and to the fact that, in instrumental paradigms employed, variability in general activity also contribute to ADD/ ADHD-like behavioral pattern [15] suggesting the necessity of independent evaluation of attention, cognitive performance and general activity. It has been reported that the spontaneously hypertensive rat strain include subpopulations of, so-called, impulsive and non-impulsive individuals [16, 17] . Recently, the rat strain was also found to be nonhomogeneous with regard to attention in paradigm of enrichment discrimination that does not involve rule learning and provides separate measures of attention towards enriching objects (ED-ratio), general locomotor activity and spatial orientation [18] . The latter is considered as belonging to cognitive domain that parallel Cattell's general fluid intelligence [19, 20] and has been used for assessment of cognition enhancing drugs [21] [22] [23] . The at-tentionally-low and -high subpopulations did not differ from each other in measures of locomotor activity and blood pressure [18] . Also, the attentionally-high phenotype, as compared with the attentionally-low one, did not show superiority in ability for spatial orientation. The anti-ADD/ADHD drug atomoxetine was capable of improving attention to the environmental cues in the attentionally-low phenotype. Although the attention-enhancing effect of atomoxetine coincided with a decrease in locomotor activity, it was not accompanied by alteration of spatial orientation. The purpose of this study is to test the generality of the existence of attentionally-low and -high phenotypes among outbred mice, because the behavior of the most accepted models of ADD/ADHD in the species (DAT knockout and Coloboma mutant mice) is primarily characterized by hyperactivity rather than inattentiveness [13] . The specific aims of the present study are to evaluate: 1) If frequency distribution of the ED-ratio in non-selected population of outbred mice diverges from the Gaussian distribution; 2) In case of non-homogeneity of the population, if the EDlow and -high mouse phenotypes differ from each other in general locomotor activity and cognitive ability for spatial orientation and if atomoxetine is capable of improving the enrichment discrimination in mice of ED-low phenotype.
Materials and Methods

Animals
Eighty male mice of CD-1 strain (body weight 20 -25 g) were purchased by Pushchino animal breeding farm (Moscow region, Russian Federation). The strain was obtained from Charles River Laboratories, USA, in 2001. The animals were kept in standard vivarium conditions with free access to pellets of standard dry chow and sterile drinking water at 12:12 hour light-dark cycle. The care and use of animals and procedures reported in this study were in accordance with the Directive 2010/63/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes.
Drugs
Atomoxetine (Strattera, Eli Lilly, USA) was dissolved in sterile water containing 0.5% Tween-80 (P1754, SigmaAldrich, USA). The drug was administered orally using stainless steel feeding needle in a dose of 3 mg/kg once daily. The vehicle for control animals contained the 0.5% Tween-80 in sterile water. The volume of administration was 2.5 ml/kg.
Apparatus
The cross-maze was purchased by OpenScience Ltd., Russian Federation (catalog # TS0605-2). The apparatus was made of black plastic and consisted of 4 closed arms (12 × 12 × 12 cm) connected to the same central compartment via rectangular doorways (7 × 7 cm). Two cylindrical glass bottles (4.5 cm in diameter, 4 cm high) served as enriching objects. The bottles were placed in opposite arms. Each of them was mounted vertically near the wall that was distant from the doorway. The maze was covered by transparent plastic lid supplied with small ventilation holes and partition numbers. The arms were numbered in clockwise direction 1, 2, 3 and 4; the central compartment was assigned to number 5.
General Procedure
On day 1, behavior of all 80 animals was evaluated in the first ED-test. Frequency distribution of the ED-ratio (see sections 2.5 and 2.6) was compared with normal distribution. Because there was difference from the normal curve showing the existence of ED-low and -high phenotypes, mice of both phenotypes were randomly divided into subgroups assigned to administration of either vehicle or atomoxetine (15 animals per group). The mice from vehicle and atomoxetine groups received the corresponding treatment on days 4 -7. On day 7, the animals were subjected to the same second ED-test conducted an hour after last vehicle or atomoxetine administration.
Enrichment Discrimination Test
The mouse was placed into the central compartment and allowed to explore the maze until 12 visits into arms have occurred with cutoff time of 10 minutes. Each visit was scored after entry into a compartment with all four paws inside. The sequence and timing of arms visited were recorded directly into a personal computer by the use of Behavset 3.0 software. The floor and the objects in arms were cleaned thoroughly with paper towel damped in 70% ethanol and were air-dried after each trial [18] . The position of the objects in a pair of opposite arm (#1 and #3, or #2 and #4) was alternated in a quasi-random order.
Subsequent analysis was performed with the help of Endisc software detecting the following measures: 1) Total time spent in empty or enriched arms. Using the measure, the ED-ratio that was calculated according to the formula: ED-ratio = 100 × T enriched /T empty where, T enriched is the total time spent in arms containing objects, T empty is the total time spent in empty arms. In case of no difference between time spent in enriched and empty arms, the ratio is equal to 100. Animals exploring the objects typically stay longer in enriched part of maze than in empty arms and have the ED-ratio scores higher than 100. Attendance at the objects area and time spent in the area by an animal exploring novel environment is generally considered as measures of an attention directed to the objects [20, 24, 25] .
2) Total time in maze until an animal completes 12 visits to arms, i.e. when it returns to central partition from the arm entered on 12th visit. The variable is considered as measure of locomotor activity because it highly negatively correlates with ambulation in the open-field test [26] .
3) Size of first patrolling episode scored as number of entries by an animal into arms until each of four arms has been visited at least ones. For instance, if the sequence of arm entered is 124141334132, then the size of first patrolling episode is 7, because the episode is completed with entry into arm #3 on 7th visit. The more visits a patrolling episode takes, the less efficient is maze exploration. The shortest patrolling episode includes 4 visits. In that case, it is analogous to cognitive behavioral alternation in the Y-maze exploratory test (i.e. visiting of all 3 arms in a row without repetitions) that has been considered as the measure of short-term memory dependent spatial orientation [27, 28] .
4) The total number of patrolling episodes made by an animal during the test. In the example above, the measure equals two, because the second patrolling episode is completed on the 12th entry into arm #2. The more patrolling episodes are made during the test, the more efficient is exploration. It was possible for an animal to make maximum 3 patrolling episodes during the test. Both the measures of patrolling behavior are considered to represent the ability for spatial orientation [21, 26, 29] . The cognitive behavior is sensitive to cognition enhancing drugs [21] [22] [23] , ageing [29] and L-glutamate applied in neurotoxic concentration to frontal cortex [30] .
Statistical Analysis
The Chi-Square test was employed for comparison of Gaussian distribution with frequency distribution of the ED-ratio. The T-tests for independent and dependent samples were used for comparison of measures from ED-low and ED-high phenotypes. A two-way ANOVA with phenotype (ED-low or -high) and drug (vehicle or atomoxetine) as independent variables was performed for estimation of atomoxetine effects on behavior of mice in the second ED-test. Also, difference between pairs of means was evaluated by the use of ANOVA's univariate test of significance for planned comparison. The analysis was made using Statictica 6.0 package.
Results
The ED-ratio of time spent in enriched and empty arms in the first ED-test had frequency distribution with apparent bimodal shape (Figure 1) . The distribution differed significantly from the curve expected under the normality hypothesis (Chi-Square = 12.93, df = 4, p < 0.012) revealing the existence of two phenotypes that diverge in attention to enriched partitions. Because local minimum between the modes was near score 100, the mice with ED-ratio below 100 were accepted as ED-low (mean ± SEM of the ED-ratio = 76.3 ± 2.2), while the rest of animals were considered as ED-high (138.4 ± 3.4, respectively). The ED-low phenotype was present in 45% individuals of unselected population.
The ED-low mice spend less time in the enriched than in the empty arms of the maze (t(35) = 6.73, p < 0.001; Table 1 ). On the contrary, the ED-high mice had preference for enriched partitions (t(43) = 12.01, p < 0.001). The phenotypes did not differ from each other in measures of patrolling behavior and in time spent in the maze until 12 visits into arms have occurred. In the second ED-test, mice of ED-low and -high phenotypes having been treated with vehicle retained their main characteristics ( Table 2 ). The phenotypes diverged from each other both in time spent in enriched (t(28) = 2.59, p = 0.015) and empty arms (t(28) = 2.54, p = 0.05). The ED-low mice spent less time in enriched arms as compared with empty ones (t(14) = 2.25, p = 0.041), while the ED-high mice displayed preference for enriched partitions (t(14) = 2.22, p = 0.043). Correspondingly, the EDratio for mice of ED-low phenotype was again lower than in ED-high mice (t(28) = 3.43, p = 0.002).
Two-way ANOVA of time spent in enriched arms by the ED-low and -high mice having been treated with either atomoxetine or vehicle revealed the only significant effect of drug (F (1,56) = 7.16, p = 0.01; there was a 47% and 22% increase in the measure, correspondingly).
On time spent in empty arms, the ANOVA yielded significant effect of drug (F(1,56) = 4.23, p = 0.044) and interaction of phenotype with drug (F(1,56) = 5.74, p = 0.02). Paired comparison revealed that atomoxetine produced a 46% reduction in the measure in mice of ED-low phenotype (F(1,56) = 9.91, p = 0.003). The effect of atomoxetine on time spent in empty arms by the ED-high mice did not reach statistical significance. After atomoxetine, time spent in enriched partitions was greater than that in empty ones in mice of both ED-low (t(28) = 3.99, p = 0.001) and -high (t(28) = 2.86, p = 0.013) phenotype.
On the ED-ratio, the ANOVA revealed significant effect of drug (F(1,56) = 7.72, p = 0.007) and its interaction with phenotype (F(1,56) = 10.26, p = 0.002). In mice of ED-low phenotype, atomoxetine produced a 130% increase in the measure as compared with corresponding vehicle group (F(1,56) = 17.89, p < 0.001). In the EDhigh mice, the effect of atomoxetine on ED-ratio was insignificant.
Discussion
The present study shows that frequency distribution of ED-ratio of time spent in enriched and empty partitions by mice from non-selected population differs from the curve expected under normality hypothesis and has a bimodal shape. The result reveals the existence, among CD-1 mice, of two subpopulations that diverge in attention to enriched partitions in the maze. Mice from the ED-high phenotype prefer enriched partitions while those of the ED-low one do not have that property. The ED-low mice spent even less time in enriched than in empty arms, probably, because in the former case the floor was partially occupied by enriching objects and there was less space for exploratory ambulation. The divergence between ED-low and -high mice seems to be specific toward attention to environmental cues, because the phenotypes differ neither in spatial orientation (patrolling behavior) nor in locomotor activity. The outcomes of the second ED-test demonstrate the relative stability of the behavioral patterns displayed by the ED-low and -high phenoltypes. Atomoxetine selectively enhances the attentional behavior in individuals of ED-low phenotype only: the drug increases the ED-ratio, however, has no significant effect on both locomotor activity and spatial orientation. The results are in general agreement with those reported in hyperactive DAT knockout and Coloboma mice: there was no significant difference from corresponding genetic controls in measures of spatial orientation in the Y-maze [31, 32] and atomoxetine did not reduce ambulatory activity by Coloboma mice in the square arena [33] .
The findings of the present study in mice generalize and extend results previously reported in spontaneously hypertensive rats [18] . Both the species include individuals of attentionally-low and -high phenotypes. The rodent species only diverge in local minimum between two modes of the ED-ratio distributions (100 in mice vs. 200 in rats). As compared with spontaneously hypertensive rats, the mouse population consequently includes fewer ED-low animals (45% vs. 81% in the rats) and the EDlow mice have slightly lower ED-ratio scores (76.3 ± 2.2 vs. 104.8 ± 6.2, correspondingly). Both absolute and relative distance between the ED-low and -high phenotypes seems to be larger among the rats (ED-low ratio = 104.8 ± 6.2, ED-high ratio = 326.7 ± 12.6) than in CD-1 mice (ED-low ratio = 76.3 ± 2.2, ED-high ratio = 138.4 ± 3.4). In both rodent species, atomoxetine is capable of ameliorating the enrichment discrimination in the ED-low animals. At the same time, atomoxetine does not produce improvement of patrolling behavior that is considered as marker for cognition enhancing drug activity [23, 29] . On this basis the ED-enhancing effect of the drug cannot be attributed to its potential cognition-enhancing property. It might be interesting in the future to estimate the effects of different medications in the ED-test including those that have been used for treatment of the ADD/ADHD. Because mouse genome is well characterized, already existing [34] [35] [36] and novel specific gene knockout and other transgenic strains could be used to evaluate mechanisms underlying the attention deficiency revealed in the ED-test.
To the best of our knowledge, the enrichment discrimination in rats and mice is the first simple paradigm that could serve as the model of attention deficiency suitable for drug screening and recognition of novel anti-ADD/ADHD drug candidates as well as for variety of neuroscience experiments and translational studies of molecular mechanisms of attention deficiency in rodents.
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